
A Report on Emerging Technology and Standards

Are corporate distributed comput-

ing environments ready to

embrace the World Wide Web

and electronic commerce? Most people

would answer No. Security solutions for

one platform in the multivendor, distrib-

uted environment may not be portable

between platforms or interoperate with

the solutions on other platforms. The lack

of a cohesive security standard for dis-

tributed systems is limiting the use of pub-

lic networks, such as the Internet, for elec-

tronic commerce.

The Open Group is approaching this

problem on two fronts. One is the process

of threading together industry-accepted

specifications into a coherent infrastruc-

ture for enterprise security, and deliver-

ing testing and branding programs to

ensure vendor compliance with these

specifications across platforms. The other

is new technology development that fills

gaps in the current picture for enterprise

security and electronic commerce. Cus-

tomer input, together with that of systems

and software suppliers, is being actively

included in the development of these new

solutions.

Security product specifications are in

various stages of development; some

have already been delivered. These stan-

dard specifications are intended to be

implemented on all systems participat-

ing in the distributed environment. They

will be accompanied by test suites, and

conformance to the product specifica-

tions will be enforced by the X/Open

branding program. Consistent security

will be guaranteed between systems

passing the tests and branded to X/Open

Security. Security product standards

development can be categorized into

three broad areas: security of the plat-

form, security of the enterprise-wide net-

work and security for open trading envi-

ronments such as the Internet.

For the platform, a product standard

specification has been delivered that

defines a set of baseline security features

for the commercial marketplace. For the

enterprise-wide network, specifications

are under development. A specification

for secure communications is being imple-

mented in products. This is being fol-

lowed by product standard specifications

for cryptographic services, distributed

auditing, secure backup and restore, and

single sign-on. In order to support oper-

ations in an open trading environment

like the Internet, product standards for an

Internet firewall and key management are

under development.

A Range of Specifics
The Open Group has defined a standard

specification for baseline security services.

This defines a standard set of security

facilities that should be made available

on all computing platforms. In addition, it

defines reasonable and safe default secu-

rity parameters that are mandated on

delivery of the system.

Distributed auditing provides the abil-

ity to audit the new types of distributed

business applications that are being

deployed. These distributed business

applications may be made up of several

communicating and integrated software

components spread over several systems

in the corporate network. The ability to

audit these complex applications as a sin-

gle logical entity is essential if sophisti-

cated attacks involving more than one sys-

tem are to be detected. A useful

by-product of this standard will be a

portable audit record format, which allows

for the transport and merging of dissimi-

lar audit streams.

A specification for secure communica-

tions services has been delivered and is

being built implemented in products. It pro-

vides for the mutual authentication of dis-

tributed software entities and can protect

ongoing communications between them.

The Open Group also is developing a stan-

dard specification for single sign-on, where-

by a user logs on only once to the enter-

prise-wide network of various systems.

The development of standard specifi-

cations for cryptography is high on The

Open Group’s agenda. A generic crypto-

graphic services specification has just been

completed. It insulates applications from

whatever type of cryptography is being

used, whether it is implemented in hard-

ware or software. It supports both sym-

metric or private-key (secret) and asym-

metric or public-key cryptography.

Products based on this standard specifi-

cation are being built, and the National

Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) has announced plans to base a

Through the use of standards and new

technology, The Open Group is working

toward bringing effective security to

electronic commerce.
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federal procurement standard on it.

Cryptography—in particular, public-

key cryptography—can provide the

underpinning for various vital services

required to support electronic commerce

that are scalable on a worldwide basis.

Follow-up work is under way to define

key-management standards that support

the use of cryptographic-based services

in a global electronic commerce envi-

ronment.

DCE Capabilities
Complementing The Open Group’s secu-

rity specification effort is a software devel-

opment project to bring the secure enter-

prise computing capabilities of the Open

Software Foundation’s Distributed Com-

puting Environment (OSF DCE) to the

World Wide Web and electronic com-

merce. This effort incorporates technolo-

gies that support and are consistent with

The Open Group security standards.

These include Kerberos authentication,

authorization based on the Posix standard

access control list mechanism, and data

privacy and integrity protection based on

DES private-key and other standard

encryption technologies.

The Open Group’s standards for

security are being combined with

enabling technology for secure elec-

tronic commerce. This combination can

move the business world closer to real-

izing the efficiencies it strives for and

the opportunities offered by electronic

commerce in public arenas such as the

Internet. 

Dean Adams is manager of security and

electronic commerce for X/Open Co. He

can be reached at d.adams@xopen.co.uk.
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ABOUT THIS SYMPOSIUM: Along with the growing awareness that security is important has come
a realization that there are some problems only cryptographic techniques will solve. While great
advances in cryptography have been made in the last two decades, deployment of these advances
has been relatively slow. This informative symposium will provide insights into cryptographic
technology and its most recent developments. This symposium is the venue of choice for anyone
with responsibility for security on computer networks, now and into the future.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND: Security researchers and practitioners, system and network
administrators, system analysts, site managers, programmers, technical staff, developers and
others with an interest in computer security.

OVERVIEW: Attendees will hear the latest results from research, new and innovative ideas, and
real-world experiences. Attendees will be able to share experiences and ideas in both formal and
informal settings. There will be tutorials providing immediately useful information, peer-reviewed
technical presentations, invited talks, panel presentations and BOFs (birds-of-a-feather) sessions,
all given by industry-renowned and up-and-coming speakers.

6th USENIX Security Symposium:
“Applications of Cryptography”

Fairmont Hotel, San Jose, California
July 22-25, 1996

Sponsored by USENIX Association, cosponsored by UniForum Association, 
in cooperation with the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT)

REGISTRATION:
If you register by July 1,
you can save $100.00.
For the complete program,
visit the USENIX Web site
(http://www.usenix.org)
or send e-mail to
conference@usenix.org.

GUEST SPEAKERS INCLUDE:
Bruce Schneier, Counterpane Systems
Marcus Ranum, V-ONE Corp.
Dr. Peter Neumann, SRI International
Matt Bishop, U.C. Davis
Rik Farrow, Security Consultant & Author
Fred Avolio, TIS
Daniel Geer, Open Market
Steven Bellovin, AT&T Research
John Rochlis, BBN Planet
Carl Ellison, Cybercash, Inc.
Brent Chapman, Great Circle Assoc.
Bill Cheswick, Lucent Technologies
Diane Coe, The MITRE Corp.
James Galvin, EIT/Verifone
Derek Atkins, MIT
Ed DeHart, CERT

SPECIAL TABLE-TOP EXHIBITS: 
Space is very limited. For information
about exhibiting, send e-mail to
display@usenix.org.


